
Biretta

P R I N T A B L E

I N S T R U C T I O N S



Cut out all pices and fold/ score along lines

Attach pieces by gluing or taping the grey tabs
in the order shown 



Attach the tab on the last
piece to the side of the

fist piece to form a
square

Fold upper part inwards,
attach the bumps by gluing
back to back and the side

without a bump by gluing or
tapeing the tab to the inside

of the piece next to it.



Attach pompom of your
choice.



P O M P O M  O P T I O N S

Premade pompom from craft store1.

2. Crumpled tissue paper ball

Glue to top of hat

Crumple a sheet of black
tissue paper into a tight ball,

glue to top of biretta



3. Tissue paper pompom

Accordion fold several strips of tissue paper around 4
inches wide together, tie black string or yarn around the

center

Fan out each side of the folded tissue paper then
separate the sheets to form a ball.



4. homemade yarn pom pom

Cut out two donut shaped
pieces of cardboard about 4

inches in diameter

Lay the two pieces of card on top of each other
and begin wrapping with black wool



Continue wrapping until all the card is covered except for a
small wedge, the more wraps the denser the pompom.
once you are finished wrapping insert a pair of scissors

inbetewwn the card at the uncovered spot and cut through
the yarn around the outside of the donut.

Insert a piece of string between the pieces of cardboard and
tie tightly around the center of the pompom.



Remove the cardboard and fluff pompom into a ball shape.
trim if nessessary.


